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A B S T R A C T
In this reviewwesystematically assess our currentlyavailable knowledgeaboutpsychogenicnon-epileptic
seizures (PNES) with an emphasis on the psychological mechanisms that underlie PNES, possibilities for
psychological treatment as well as prognosis. Relevant studies were identiﬁed by searching the electronic
databases. Case reportswere not considered. 93 paperswere identiﬁed; 65 ofwhichwere studies. An open
non-randomizeddesign, comparing patientswith PNES to patientswith epilepsy is thedominant design. A
working deﬁnition for PNES is proposed. With respect to psychological etiology, a heterogeneous set of
factors have been identiﬁed. Not all factors have a similar impact, though. On the basis of this review we
propose amodelwith several factors thatmay interact in both the development and prolongation of PNES.
These factors involve psychological etiology, vulnerability, shaping, as well as triggering and prolongation
factors. A necessary ﬁrst step of intervention in patients with PNES seems to be explaining the diagnosis
with care. Although the evidence for the efﬁcacy of additional treatment strategies is limited, variants of
cognitive (behavioural) therapy showed to be the preferred type of treatment formost patients. The exact
choice of treatment should be based on individual differences in the underlying factors. Outcome can be
measured in terms of seizure occurrence (frequency, severity), but other measures might be of greater
importance for the patient. Prognosis is unclear but studies consistently report that 1/3rd to 1/4th of the
patients become chronic.
 2009 British Epilepsy Association. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Psychogenic non-epileptic seizures resemble epileptic seizures,
have no electrophysiological correlate or clinical evidence for
epilepsy, whereas there is positive evidence for psychogenic
factors that may have caused the seizure.1–3 With their somatic
appearance and underlying psychological or psychiatric problems,
these seizures appear on the boundaries of themedical andmental
health services, although most patients seem to be seen in tertiary
epilepsy centres. The incidence of PNES in the general population is
relatively low, estimated at about 1.5/100,000 persons per year;
about 4% of the incidence of epilepsy.4,5 However data from
epilepsy centres estimate a much higher incidence rate. In 25–30%
of the patients referred to tertiary epilepsy centres for refractory
epilepsy a diagnosis of PNES is obtained.6,7 A complicating factor is
that between 5 and 40% of these patients with PNES has a
concomitant diagnosis of epilepsy or has a past history with
epileptic seizures.8,9
Although diagnosis can be difﬁcult, the differential diagnosis
between PNES and epilepsy has improved in the last 30 years,
especially since the introduction of simultaneous video-EEG
monitoring.6,9,10 Diagnosing PNES is important because of the
potential iatrogenic hazards such as potentially serious side effects
of antiepileptic drugs and failure to recognize pseudo status-
epilepticus with a potential hazard of intubation.5,11 The failure to
recognize the psychological nature of these seizures also delays
implementation of appropriate psychological treatment.5 Social
stigma attached to the diagnosis of epilepsy is considerable and
patients that suffer such a stigma for a longer period can become
hostile when the diagnosis changes from epilepsy to PNES.12
The differential diagnosis is thus a very important aspect and a
ﬁrst step in the treatment of PNES. However, when the medical
diagnosis is only focused on excluding epilepsy, it can become a
pure ‘negative’ process and consequently PNES becomes a non-
disease.13 A positive diagnosis is necessary inwhich the underlying
psychological mechanisms are evaluated that can be used for
treatment aspects. LaFrance and Devinsky14 call this ‘‘borderland
diagnosis’’ referring to the fact that the diagnosis is best made by
neurologists with expertise in clinical neurophysiology, especially
long-term monitoring and V-EEG, whereas treatment is best
initiated by psychologists whose experience affords them a
familiarity with psychological constructs and conﬂicts. Theories
regarding the psychological etiology of PNES are however very
diverse. This probably reﬂects the heterogeneity of the psycho-
genic etiology of PNES that can be a symptom of various affective
and psychiatric factors.15,16 Literature is also hindered by variation
and inconsistent use of terminology As yet there is no accepted
model to explain the psychogenic features leading to PNES, but
there are indications that often more than one factor or
psychogenic mechanism operates in PNES.17 Also comparatively
little research has been done on treatment and prognosis for
patients with PNES.
In this review we therefore systematically assess the current
knowledge about PNES with an emphasis on the psychological
mechanisms that underlie PNES, psychological treatment, as well
as prognosis.We not only aim at identifying relevant factors, which
has been done excellently in some other reviews, but also attemptto organize such factors in an explanatory model. Such a model
arranges factors in their relationships and can provide options for
therapy and research. Although we can learn from other
psychosomatic disorders and their theoretical background, such
as conversion disorders, PNES are unique in their aspect, especially
because of the paroxysmal nature. This implies that models for
other psychosomatic disorders cannot easily be transferred to
PNES.
2. Methods
Relevant studies were identiﬁed by searching the electronic
databases psycINFO, EMBASE, MEDLINE, PubMed and Online
Contents. Articles included were identiﬁed by searching the
terms: ‘non-epileptic seizures’; ‘non-epileptic attack disorder’;
‘psychogenic non-epileptic seizures’; ‘pseudo epileptic attack
disorder’; ‘psychogenic pseudoseizures’; ‘psychogenic seizures’;
‘dissociative episodes’, ‘hysterical seizures’ with regard to etiology
and treatment. In all cases ‘seizures’ were also replaced by ‘ﬁts’ and
‘attacks’.
Titles of articles and abstracts extracted during the search were
reviewed for relevance, and if found to be applicable, the full-text
article was retrieved. After selecting the articles, the search was
expanded by using the PubMed function ‘related articles’. In
addition, reference lists of all articles that were identiﬁed in the
electronic investigation were scanned. Further articles and
conference papers were identiﬁed through hand searches in the
library holdings of Kempenhaeghe and Maastricht University.
Articles were included if they were published in English, Dutch or
German. Case reports were not considered. Articles were included
when published after 1980–2005 (26 years).
3. Results
A total of 93 papers were identiﬁed; 65 of these were studies
and 28 reviews. Table 1 provides the main characteristics of the
studies and Table 2 shows the reviews.
3.1. Description of the studies
Some comments on the results in Table 1 are in order. The
dominant type of design is the open non-randomized comparative
study. The studies are therefore not protected against the effects of
bias, especially selection bias. Patients with epilepsy are mostly
used as the comparator. This may seem obvious since the
symptoms resemble epileptic seizures, but this is not logical
when studying for example the underlying psychopathology or
etiology which is presumed to be very different in epilepsy versus
PNES. In many cases patients with PNES have been in the
diagnostic process as ‘epileptic patient’ for many years. The effect
on daily life may therefore not be different. Also, the sample size is
mostly rather limited; the majority in the range of 20–30 patients.
Given the high variability of the symptoms and underlying
characteristics in these patients, it is doubtful whether any of
the studies achieves sufﬁcient power to allow formal conclusions.
The larger studies are retrospective studies and mostly studies on
patient ﬁles. The only exceptions are postal questionnaire studies.
Table 1
Overview of studies on deﬁnition, etiology, treatment and prognostic issues in patients with PNES.
Reference Study: design and number of patients
Abubakr et al.12 Open cohort study; psychological factors in 23 patients with PNES; no controls
Aldenkamp and Mulder94 Open non-randomized comparative design; 45 PNES patients; three treatment conditions.
Aldenkamp and Mulder51 Open non-randomized comparative design, comparing psychological etiology in 24 PNES with 24 patients with epilepsy
Alper et al.48 Open non-randomized comparative study in which a scale (DES) was tested in 132 patients with conversion-type PNES versus 169
patients with epilepsy (and complex partial seizures)
Arnold and Privitera16 Double blind comparative design comparing psychological etiology in 14 patients with PNES and 27 with epilepsy
Barry et al.75 Open and non-randomized non-controlled study in 37 patients with PNES after head injury
Benbadis76 Retrospective study on patient ﬁles on the relationship between chronic pain and PNES
Benbadis et al.8 Evaluation of video-EEG in 32 patients with PNES
Betts and Boden21 Retrospective open clinical follow-up study (2 years) in 128 patients with PNES (46 combined with epilepsy)
Betts and Boden41 Retrospective open non-randomized comparative design, with 96 women with PNES, 132 women with epilepsy and 87 women
with a psychiatric diagnosis
Bewley et al.50 Open non-randomized comparative study on measures of alexithymia in 21 patients with PNES versus controls
Binder et al.27 Open non-randomized comparative design, comparing MMPI proﬁles in 12 patients with PNES with 31 patients with epilepsy
Bowman and Markand15 Open non-randomized non-controlled study in 45 patients with PNES; outcome: DSM-3 classiﬁcations
Buchanan and Snars70 Open non-randomized clinical retrospective study on clinical outcome after individual treatment in 50 patients with PNES
Carton et al.87 Open non-randomized postal questionnaire study on outcome in 84 patients with PNES
Cragar et al.10 Prospective open non-randomized comparative study on personality traits in 92 patients with epilepsy, 74 patients with PNES
and other small groups
Drake et al.46 Open non-randomized clinical retrospective study on psychiatric symptoms in 20 patients with PNES
Dworetzky et al.39 Comparison between 34 patients with epilepsy and 22 patients with PNES, with a focus on seizure semiology
Ettinger et al.82 Telephone based questionnaire on clinical psychological and psychiatric characteristics in 56 patients with PNES
Fargo et al.73 Open non-randomized comparative study on neuropsychological and quality of life outcomes in 37 patients with PNES and
45 patients with epilepsy
Farias et al.79 Open non-randomized comparative study on seizure frequency after presenting the diagnosis in 22 patients with PNES and
10 patients with epilepsy
Fleisher et al.24 Open non-randomized comparative study studying the effect of trauma in 30 patients with PNES and 32 patients with epilepsy
Galimberti et al.17 Open non-randomized comparative study on psychological proﬁles in 31 patients with PNES and 38 patients with PNES
and epilepsy
Goldstein et al.83 Evaluation of cognitive behavioural therapy
Jawad et al.65 Open and non-randomized comparative design in 46 female patients with PNES compared to 50 female patients referred to a
psychiatric outpatient clinic
Kuyk et al.36 Open and non-randomized comparative retrospective study on dissociation in 65 patients with PNES and 94 patients with epilepsy
Krumholz and Niedermeyer1 Retrospective follow-up study on the natural history and prognosis (5 years) in 34 patients with PNES
Lancman et al.64 Open non-randomized non-controlled study on psychological factors in 93 patients with PNES
Leis et al.2 Retrospective study of EEG/video and medical records of 47 patients with PNES
Lempert and Schmidt92 Open non-randomized non-controlled and retrospective follow-up study on natural history and clinical outcome in 50 patients
with PNES
Lichter et al.28 Clinical follow-up of 5 patients with postanesthetic PNES
Lobello et al.34 Open non-randomized comparative study of results of video evaluation in 91 patients with PNES, 37 with epilepsy and 13 patients
with epilepsy and PNES
Marquez et al.3 Retrospective open non-randomized comparative study looking at BMI in 46 patients with PNES and 46 patients with epilepsy
McDade and Brown90 Open non-controlled and non-randomized treatment study on management and predictive factors of outcome in 18 patients
with PNES
Meierkord et al.93 Open non-randomized non-controlled study on characteristics of video-EEG in 100 patients with PNES
Mo¨kleby et al.55 Open non-randomized comparative study in 23 patients with PNES, 23 patients with somatoform disorders and 23 normal controls
Moore and Baker11 Retrospective study on psychological characteristics of patients ﬁles for 185 patients with PNES
Mu¨ller et al.35 Epidemiological retrospective study of 322 medical records of patients referred to an epilepsy centre. 44 (14%) had PNES, some in
combination with epilepsy
O’Sullivan et al.85 Interview study on opinion of general practitioners in 23 patients
Owczarek61 Open non-randomized comparative study on MMPI proﬁles in 66 patients with PNES, 36 patients with epilepsy and 42 patients
with combined PNES/epilepsy
Owczarek62 Open non-randomized comparative study on MMPI proﬁles in 70 patients with PNES, 42 patients with epilepsy and 40 patients
with combined PNES/epilepsy
Owczarek and Jedrzejczak47 Open non-randomized comparative study on MMPI proﬁles in 38 patients with PNES, 36 patients with epilepsy and 32 patients
with combined PNES/epilepsy
Prigatano et al.30 Non-controlled open treatment study in nine patients with PNES
Prueter et al.54 Open non-randomized comparative study on dissociative features in 19 patients with PNES, 20 patients with epilepsy and
21 patients with both epilepsy and PNES
Quigg et al.56 Open non-controlled study about quality of life and PNES in 30 patients
Ramchandani and Schindler43 Open non-randomized non-controlled study on psychiatric factors in 20 patients with PNES
Reuber et al.74 Retrospective study on evidence of brain abnormality of patient ﬁles
Reuber et al.49 Open postal questionnaire study on long-term outcome of a retrospective sample of 98 patients with PNES and 66 patients
with PNES and epilepsy
Reuber et al.52 Study on psychological outcome in 119 patients with epilepsy and 119 patients with PNES
Reuber et al.53 Open postal questionnaire study in 85 patients with PNES and 63 with epilepsy
Reuber et al.88 Open postal questionnaire study on long-term outcome. Similar study as Reuber et al.49,52 with different outcomes measures
Rusch et al.86 Open non-randomized non-controlled study on effects of psychological treatment in 26 patients with PNES (including
15 patients with PNES and epilepsy)
Salmon et al.38 Psychological outcome and etiology in 81 patients with epilepsy and 81 patients with PNES
Sigurdardottir and Olafsson4 Epidemiology of PNES (Icelandic study)
Stewart et al.58 Open non-randomized comparative study in 13 patients with PNES compared to patients with anxiety attacks (n = 11) or
combined PNES and anxiety attacks (n = 13)
Szaﬂarski et al.32 Open non-randomized comparative study on quality of life aspects in 45 patients with PNES and 40 patients with epilepsy
Szaﬂarski et al.66 Open non-randomized comparative study on quality of life in 53 patients with PNES and 53 patients with epilepsy
Thompson et al.60 Open non-randomized comparative study on psychological etiology in 27 patients with PNES and 22 patients with epilepsy
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Table 1 (Continued )
Reference Study: design and number of patients
Tojek et al.45 Open non-randomized comparative study on psychosocial risk factors in 25 patients with PNES and 33 patients with epilepsy
Vanderzant et al.63 Psychological outcome using the MMPI in 19 patients with PNES
Vincentiis et al.67 Open non-randomized non-controlled comparative study on psychological risk factors in 21 patients with PNES and epilepsy
Walczak et al.89 Open non-randomized and non-controlled study on outcome after diagnosis using telephonic interviews in 51 patients with PNES
Witgert et al.7 Open non-randomized study on frequency of panic symptoms in 39 patients with PNES
Wyllie et al.68 Open non-randomized comparative study on video-EEG in 18 children with PNES and 20 adults with PNES
Zaroff et al.84 Results of psychoeducation and psychotherapy in 10 patients with PNES
Table 2
Overview of reviews on deﬁnition, etiology, treatment and prognostic issues in
patients with PNES.
Reference Review topic
Alper6 General update
Alsaadi and Marquez77 PNES: diagnosis, etiology and treatment
Baker et al.18 Cochrane review on treatment of PNES
Barry and Sanborn37 Psychological factors
Betts78 Management of PNES
Bowman59 Indicators for prognosis
Chabolla et al.23 Classiﬁcation
Dekkers and van Domburg13 Diagnosis with an emphasis on psychological
diagnosis
Fiszman et al.40 Traumatic events and PTSD in patients with PNES
Francis and Baker22 Description of PNES in an historic and societal
context, terminology, epidemiology, diagnosis
and etiology
Iriarte et al.9 Diagnosis of PNES
Kuyk et al.31 Psychological diagnosis
Krumholz20 Diagnosis and management
LaFrance and Devinsky14 Diagnosis and treatment
LaFrance and Barry44 Update on treatments of PNES
LaFrance et al.42 Results of an interdisciplinary workshop
Lesser33 General update
Massey and Riley25 General update
Ramani et al.57 General update
Reuber and Elger5 Update on diagnosis and outcome of PNES
Reuber and House71 Treatment factors
Riggio26 Seizure characteristics
Rosenbaum72 Hypothesis why PNES occur mostly in women
Scull19 Terms for PNES
Shen et al.81 Protocol for presenting the diagnosis of PNES
Sirven and Glosser69 Epidemiology of PNES
Trimble29 General update
Wyllie et al.80 PNES in children
N.M.G. Bodde et al. / Seizure 18 (2009) 543–553546In these studies such a high non-response rate was observed that
bias cannot be excluded. The quality of the studies is even more
limited when treatment issues are considered. In our Cochrane
review, we identiﬁed only three studies with a quasi-randomized
design.18
3.2. Deﬁnition and terminology
Several terms are used,19 most frequently the term ‘non-
epileptic seizures’ (NES)3,12,20 ‘non-epileptic attack disorder’
(NEAD),21,22 ‘psychogenic non-epileptic seizures’ (PNES),10,17,23,24
‘pseudoepileptic attack disorder’ (PEAD),13 ‘pseudo-seizures’,25
‘psychogenic pseudo-seizures’ (PPS),9 ‘psychogenic seizures’2,26,27
and ‘dissociative episodes’.28 In line with, e.g. Trimble,29 Scull19
and Prigatano et al.,30 we prefer terminology that avoids the term
‘pseudo’, a term that tends to imply that the seizures are unreal and
can have a pejorative meaning. Moreover, using the term ‘pseudo’
may suggest ‘malingering’. ‘Non-epileptic seizure’ (NES) is a term
that is non-judgmental, acceptable to patients and serving
descriptive and neutral patterns at the same time. Adding the
term ‘psychogenic’ can help to distinguish these seizures from
other ‘organic’ based non-epileptic seizures, such as seizures due to
cardiac disease. Thus, in our opinion the term ‘psychogenic non-
epileptic seizures’ (PNES)10,17,31,32 is the preferred term.Deﬁnitions vary widely, but the elements most common are:
(a) an observable abrupt paroxysmal change in behaviour or
consciousness12; sometimes also deﬁned as episodes of altered
movement, sensation, or experience10 or the internal psychic
state17
(b) the absence of the characteristic electrophysiological changes
in the brain,which accompany an epileptic seizure21; hence the
absence of ictal or postictal EEG changes.12,14 The combined
EEG and video recordings of seizure events (EEG-video
recordings) therefore are considered the gold standard in the
diagnosis of PNES33,34
(c) no evidence for other somatic causes for the seizures (such as
cardiac disease)13,35
(d) usually the seizure is time limited7
(e) and resembles, or is mistaken for, epilepsy or at least mimics
epileptic seizures17,32
(f) there is no voluntary control3
(g) the seizures are caused by ‘a psychological process’5,10; ‘a
variety of psychogenic processes’.9 This latter factor refers to
the psychological etiology, the psychic causes of the seizures.
A working deﬁnition, based on the aforementioned elements
could be: a psychogenic non-epileptic seizure is an observable
abrupt paroxysmal change in behaviour or consciousness, that
resembles an epileptic seizure, but that is not accompanied by the
electrophysiological changes that accompany an epileptic seizure
or clinical evidence for epilepsy, for which no other evidence is
found for other somatic causes for the seizures, whereas there is
positive evidence or a strong suspicion for psychogenic factors that
may have caused the seizure.
3.3. Psychological etiology
Many psychosocial factors and psychological mechanisms have
found to be associated with PNES, often in a non-systematic order.
We ﬁrstly discuss each of these factors as they are presented in
literature and subsequently order them in an attempt to develop a
model that expresses the relationships between such factors.
3.3.1. Trauma
This factor is most commonly mentioned especially in early
studies. A history of sexual or physical abuse or other signiﬁcant
traumas such as signiﬁcant bereavement and post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD).11,21,24,36–39 Fiszman et al.40 found very high rates
(15–40% exceeding the incidence in control) of general trauma (44–
100%) and physical or sexual abuse (23–77%). PNES samples also
showed a higher prevalence of PTSD than control groups, raising the
possibility that PNES may arise as a clinical expression of a
hypothetical PTSD subtype. According to Betts and Boden41 this
factor is often underestimated as most patients will not easily
disclose a history of abuse (‘unspeakable dilemmas’). They see PNES
either as a form of acting out of a ‘ﬂash back’ experience, thus a kind
of acting out thememory of the abuse, or as a ‘cut-off phenomenon’,
an automatic reaction to intrusion into consciousness of unpleasant
memories. LaFrance et al.42 report that in children 9–18 years old
N.M.G. Bodde et al. / Seizure 18 (2009) 543–553 547about32%hadahistoryof sexualabuse,6%ofphysicalabuseand44%
severe family stressors. Ramchandani and Schindler43 found ‘guilt-
laden bereavement’ to be an important precursor of seizures.
3.3.2. Dissociation
This factor is often discussed in relation to traumatic
experiences. Dissociation6,12,44 is not a true cause in the sense
of an etiological factor, butmerely amechanism, i.e. a disruption of
the usually integrated functions of identity, memory, conscious-
ness or perceptions of the environment. Dissociation refers to a loss
or altered integration of the continuity of the experience of the self.
Its function is probably to spare the normally integrated conscious
self from confronting the painful and unendurable by altering
conscious experience.6 Bowman and Markand15 conclude that
PNES patients appeared to express dissociative distress about
reported trauma, often sexual abuse.45 The ‘conversion V’ proﬁle
on the MMPI-246 collectively observed in the PNES patients is
compatible with reports that dissociative reactions (dissociation
between feelings and thoughts/memories) are common in these
patients.30,47 Dissociation and conversion are linked to such an
extent that the ICD classiﬁes conversion as a dissociative
disorder.6,48 In addition there are indications that PNES patients
are characterized by a relatively high level of hypnotisability as
measured with the Stanford Hypnotic Clinical Scale.31,36
3.3.3. Somatisation disorder
Somatisation disorder or high levels of somatisation, including
Briquet’s syndrome,6,21,49 generally present as conversion dis-
order.30 Reuber et al.49 found that as a group, PNES patients show a
high tendency to express psychosocial distress by producing
unexplained somatic symptoms which are brought to medical
attention. Bewley et al.50 demonstrated a relationship between
PNES and certain subscales of an instrument measuring alexithy-
mia (Toronto Alexithymia Scale, TAS-20). Alexithymia is a concept
expressing that patients experience emotions as physiological
reactions as opposed to feelings.
3.3.4. Personality factors or disorders15,51,52
A problem in comparing studies on personality factors is that
different diagnostic systems are used to describe personality
disorders, such as the descriptive use of axis II DSM-IV personality
disorders or the more dimensional (structural) categorization on
the basis of psychological tests such as the MMPI II or the DAPP Q.
Some studies10,53 distinguish three types of personality disorders
in patients with PNES: (a) borderline personality disorder
(assumed to be the most common type in patients with PNES);
(b) overly controlled personality; and (c) avoidant personality
disorder. According to Alper,6 dependent personality traits are the
dominant type of personality dysfunction in patients with PNES.
Reuber et al.53 propose a kind of general characteristic of the
personality structure of patients with PNES, described as ‘emo-
tional dysregulation’. This broad dimension of personality
pathology reﬂects stable personality vulnerabilities, which put
individuals at greater risk of anxiety and depressive symptoms.
This has been termed ‘general neurotic syndrome’ in the past and is
characterized by a combination of high trait anxiety/high
arousability combined with poor coping. Thompson et al.60 using
personality assessments with the MMPI, report that patients with
PNES have signiﬁcantly higher scores on the scales ‘hypochon-
driasis’, ‘hysteria’, ‘depression’ and ‘schizophrenia’ than do patients
with epilepsy. This was conﬁrmed in the study by Owczarek.61
Binder et al.27 report that PNES patients scored signiﬁcantly higher
on the somatoform MMPI proﬁles. Owczarek62 used personality
indices to interpret MMPI results and found that patients with
PNES alone or in combination with epileptic seizures scored
signiﬁcantly higher than the epileptic group on anxiety measures.This suggests that the predisposition of PNES is reﬂected in the
anxiety dimensions of the personality proﬁle. Nonetheless,
substantial disagreement exists about the sensitivity of the test,
regardless of the interpretative algorithms used. Vanderzant
et al.,63 e.g. found no signiﬁcant MMPI score differentiating
between PNES and epilepsy.
3.3.5. Coping
A special element of personality is coping or the way difﬁcult
situations are handled. Some authors report a speciﬁc coping style
in patients with PNES,3,10,55,64 often characterized by hostility
(anger and mistrust in other people). It is possible that the hostile
coping style may be related to relatively high incidence of physical
and sexual abuse and that any subjective experience of ‘not being
understood’ or rejected would increase the hostile behaviour.55
Measuring defence mechanisms with the DMI (Defence Mechan-
isms Inventory) Jawad et al.65 found that patients with PNES were
characterized by higher scores on the ‘reversal’ scale and lower
scores on the ‘turning against self’ scale. This indicates that these
patients prefer to use denial and repression to perceived threats
rather than to confront and solve problems. The authors state that
therapists need to recognize the avoidant responses of the patient
in dealing with negative life circumstances which have interfered
with their ability to engage in deep intimate relationships and
prevented them from acquiring effective coping skills. Noteworthy
in this case is the study by Marquez et al.3 in which a statistically
signiﬁcant association is found between PNES and high body-mass
index. It is possible that the psychopathological processes under-
lying PNES also contribute to weight problems. PNES and weight
deregulation may be two aspects of the PNES patients underlying
coping pattern in situations with psychological distress.
3.3.6. Psychiatric comorbidity
Psychiatric disorders have been found, mostly depres-
sion,12,29,58 panic disorder with or without agoraphobia and
affective disorders such as chronic anxiety.55,64,66 According to
Abubakr et al.12 depression is themost common comorbid disorder
in patients with PNES. In line with this observation, suicide
attempts have been reported. Some studies7 report that adoles-
cents with PNES may experience a greater frequency of symptoms
associated with panic attacks during their typical seizure events
than adults. The results raise the possibility that the role of panic
disorder in PNES may differ, depending on age of presentation.
Psychiatric disorders, may however be the cause or the result of
PNES, an epiphenomenon or a different diagnostic term to describe
PNES. For example depressionmay be the result of having PNES for
a longer period, it may be the etiological factor causing PNES and it
may be a comorbid disorder (unrelated to PNES). Categorization of
PNES patients into DSM-IV or ICD-10 diagnoses has been done
where these seizures were diagnosed as either ‘dissociative
disorders’ (ICD-10)54 or on the DSM on either axis I, or axis II or
both.5,53 The most frequent DSM-IV diagnosis for PNES appears to
be somatoform disorder (conversion disorder).10,17,54 The second
most common diagnosis was anxiety disorder.17,55,56 For DSM-IV
axis II PNES patients showed higher percentages of cluster B
personality disorders, being indicative of possible ‘acting out’
behaviours.17,57,58 Nonetheless, speciﬁcity of such classiﬁcation
has not been demonstrated.59 PNES patients had multiple
psychiatric diagnoses, including somatoform disorder (89%),
dissociative disorder (91%), affective disorder (64%), personality
disorder (62%), PTSD (49%) and other anxiety disorders (47%).
3.3.7. Age factors
Children with PNES appear to have a different psychological
proﬁle when compared to adults.37,51 In children the role of
situational stress is more apparent.67 Adolescence is recognized as
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psychological distress, when self-esteem and important relation-
ships are being developed and the person gains their own identity.
These are highly vulnerable processes that in some cases may lead
to somatoform reactions such as PNES.68,69
3.3.8. Behavioural modiﬁcation
Behaviourally oriented concepts of primary and secondary
gain and adaptation of the sick role are often the main factor
behind the development of PNES in intellectually disabled
persons.30 Secondary gain may more generally play a role in
the prolongation of seizures.11,12 The primary gain is the
reduction of subjective anxiety and related affects by expressing
an underlying conﬂict or unmet need in the form of a physical
symptom. This allows the patient to escape the unpleasant
emotions evoked by conscious awareness of the conﬂict. This is
not perceived or experienced consciously. Secondary gain
involves clearly identiﬁable external incentives, i.e. meeting of
dependency needs, monetary gain, escape from unpleasant
circumstances or role demands, and so on. This gain may or
may not be consciously perceived.6
- Other behaviourally oriented concepts are symptom modelling
and the inﬂuence of domestic stressors (relationship problems,
family dysfunctioning).11,38 Symptom modelling is the process
by which the patient may acquire a symptom on the basis of
observing a physiologically genuine example of the symptom.
This is particularly relevant to patients with both PNES
and epilepsy, but also to patients with a relative with
epilepsy.6,51,64
Sometimes ‘chronic PNES’ are distinguished from ‘acute’ or
situational PNES. The latter are generally short-lived, self-limiting
and with good prognosis. Most commonly, domestic stressors
precede the development of acute PNES.70
Malingering is sometimes seen in patients who expect ﬁnancial
compensation12,71; malingering is the only factor with conscious
manipulation of the symptoms.
3.3.9. Gender
There is a dominance of the female gender.12,26 Reasons for this
preponderance are not entirely clear. No speciﬁc or consistent
difference in the underlying psychopathology between men and
women with PNES has been reported. However, some authors
speculate that women and men differ in vulnerability to physical
or emotional trauma and that at least in the affected women with
PNES the attack is a reﬂection of ‘‘rage, fear, and helplessness’’
against domination or abuse.72
3.3.10. ‘Organicity’
A speciﬁc vulnerability may play a role in the development of
PNES, possibly as an extra factor. This factor is often labelled as
‘organicity’. In some studies neuropsychological deﬁcits have been
found.37,73 Other studies have reported subtle neurologic dysfunc-
tion.74 Also histories of head injury may be a signiﬁcant
provocation factor in patients with PNES in as many as 20–
30%20,64,75 as well as chronic pain.39 Benbadis76 found a relation-
ship between PNES and chronic pain or ﬁbromyalgia.
Antiepileptic drug toxicity may increase the frequency or cause
dramatic changes in the pattern of PNES,1 which is a ﬁnding of
particular importance in the light of the observed diagnostic delay
in these patients. The effect of antiepileptics is in line with the
observation that PNES sometimes occur after anaesthesia. A
possible explanation for this relationship is that by inducing a state
of altered awareness, an anaesthetic agent can initiate dissociative
episodes in vulnerable personalities.28The previously mentioned factors represent a heterogeneous
group and each may have a differential impact in the causation,
developmentandprolongationof PNES.Not all factorshavea similar
impact. Sexual abusemay be an example of a psychogenic factor, an
underlying cause for PNES, whereas dissociation may be the actual
psychological mechanism that shapes or modulates the seizures.
Symptom modelling may simply be a factor that explains why the
symptoms take the form of an epileptic seizure and not that of a
tremorormovementdisorder.Drug toxicitymaynot causePNESbut
lower the threshold for PNES. In line with this, Galimberti et al.17
suggest that one factor is not always sufﬁcient to develop PNES. In
their opinion at least two aspects of a proposed three-factor process
must be active to develop PNES, i.e. the presence of a psychopatho-
logical disorder and the inﬂuence of a ‘general trigger mechanism’
which leads to increased tendency towards somatisation.8,51,63 Also
Prigatanoet al.30postulate a two-factormodel, basedon the fact that
many patients with PNES have neuropsychological deﬁcits: one
factor is an emotional mechanism such as a higher dissociation
tendency in response to experiencing irresolvable situations that
they cannot manage as adults; the second factor may be greater
vulnerability of the brain for not tolerating conﬂictual situations.
This interaction may well produce some underlying neurophysio-
logical disturbance that disrupts sensorimotor function or con-
sciousness [see also63,77]. Reuber and Elger5 suggest a model with
interacting predisposing, precipitating and perpetuating factors
based on other models for psychosomatic disorders.
Based on the above factors we propose a model here, with ﬁve
different layers or levels:
Level 1. Psychological etiology the factors that are involved in the
causation of PNES, such as sexual abuse or other traumatic
experiences.
Level 2. Vulnerability refers to factors that predispose a person to
develop psychosomatic symptoms, such as PNES. Examples are
personality factors, gender, neuropsychological impairments
and age.Many authors have pointed to the speciﬁc vulnerability
of patients with PNES both in terms of the emotional ‘make-up’
and their neuropsychological functioning. Also possible organic
factors may play a role here.
Level 3. Shaping factors can speciﬁcally shape the symptoms in
the direction or form of ‘seizures’ (in contrast to for example
movement disorders or ‘headache-like symptoms’). A shaping
factor may be a relative with epileptic seizures (symptom
modelling) or having epilepsy in the past.
Level 4. Triggering factors create circumstances or situations that
provoke PNES such as factors that refer to ﬁrst gain. Also
psychologicalmechanisms that transfer anemotional state into a
seizurecanbepartof these triggering factors, suchasdissociation
and somatisation. Such factors explain why seizures occur on a
speciﬁc day, or in a cluster or why there is a period of remission.
This contrastsPNES fromconversion states thatmoreor lesshave
a permanent presentation.
Level 5. Prolongation factors. The previous factors are speciﬁcally
important in the development of PNES. Prolongation factors are
important in explaining why the seizures persist and PNES may
becomeachronicdisorder. These factorsproﬁle its frequencyand
its resistance against therapy. Such modulating factors are, e.g.
the coping strategy of the patient and secondary gain aspects.
Fig. 1 describes the assumed relationship between such factors.
This model is not conclusive as some factors can interact at
several levels of the model. Coping strategies may be involved in
the causation of PNES and may have a role in the vulnerability,
whereas family factors may contribute to the prolongation of
seizures and not only in the development. This model resembles
other models used to explain somatoform disorders.
Fig. 1. Model of psychological factors involved in PNES.
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attempted to distinguish subtypes of PNES, based on some of the
previously mentioned factors. An interesting approach of the
relationship between PNES and personality disorders is presented
by Cragar et al.10 PNES subtypes have been described on
dimensions of psychopathology as measured by the MMPI-2.
Three personality clusters emerged. The authors offer tentative
descriptions of the clusters: (1) ‘depressed neurotics’; (2) ‘somatic
defenders’; and (3) ‘activated neurotics’. Clusters 1 and 3 also differ
signiﬁcantly on neurocognitive testing, with cluster 1 patients
scoring lower than cluster 3 inmemory functioning, while cluster 2
individuals show generally average cognition across domains.
Reuber and House71 distinguish three groups, based on psychiatric
comorbidity (present in 70% of the PNES patients in their study):
(a) disorders of mood-depression, anxiety, panic and PTSD; (b)
somatisation and abnormal illness behaviour; and (c) borderline
personality.
3.4. Treatment/intervention
Several aspects of treatment and intervention are commonly
reported.
3.4.1. Explanation
It is often emphasized that this is the necessary ﬁrst step of
intervention.23,42,77–79 Important is that the diagnosis of PNES is
communicated to the patient in a non-accusative, open way.80
Betts and Boden21 suggest using the term ‘emotional attack’ in the
communication with the patient. A recent international workshop
proposed to use the term ‘functional seizure’.42 Different authors
mention different kinds of protocols for this phase.21,81 Reuber and
Elger5 report that PNES can stop with an explanation of the
problem and no further therapy. This is also demonstrated in the
study by Farias et al.79 While communicating with the patient, it is
imperative to realize that PNES often result from a mismatch of
traumatic experience and inability to cope, so simply telling
patients that they do not have epilepsy may traumatize them
further, especially when they are then abandoned to their fate.5 In
those cases, presenting the diagnosis and its nonorganic etiology
may have led some patients to replace PNESwith new confounding
symptoms or symptom substitution.82 Patients can understand the
concept of emotions/stress causing involuntary physical reactions
and that such reactions can be ‘pathological’.5 On the other hand,
Alper6 warns for an early emphasis on psychogenic factors. In his
experience, it is far better that the patient with PNES is being told
they do not have epilepsy by the neurologist than to be informed ofpsychogenesis by the psychiatrist at this stage. Contrary to some
reports it has been shown that outcome is better in patients with
PNES who believe that they have PNES rather than epilepsy.82
3.4.2. Additional treatment
Some patients will need a period of additional treatment that
has to vary from patient to patient, based on the underlying
psychological mechanisms that have triggered PNES.6,21,77 Only
very few studies have examined the management of PNES.
Inspiration has to come from studies looking at similar disorders.5
Possibilities mentioned in literature are:
- Procedures of behaviour therapy or operant conditioning: the
primary focus is attempting to prevent ‘rewarding’ of seizure
activity by ignoring it and deliberately rewarding non-seizure
activity by verbal praise and encouragement. The essential
principle is to achieve extinction of the PNES as a conditioned
response to secondary gain. Behavioural therapy uses progres-
sive relaxation, systematic desensitization, exposure plus
response prevention to modify anxiety and allow more adaptive
responses.44 A speciﬁc form of behaviour therapy is ‘cognitive
behaviour therapy’ that is aimed at changing dysfunctional
thought processes. Behaviour modiﬁcation may be particularly
useful in patients where the production of PNES has been
reinforced inadvertently as a means of engaging the attention of
others or to evade unwanted activities.69 The techniques are
particularly suited to the management of patients with
neuropsychological impairment, psychotic levels of ego dis-
organization or severe personality disorders.6,9,21,69 A recent
open pilot study83 of cognitive-behavioural therapy for PNES
found that participants had a signiﬁcant reduction in PNES
episode frequency and reported improved psychosocial func-
tioning following 12 sessions of treatment.
Also special forms of (cognitive behavioural) therapy are
mentioned in literature.
- Formal, intensive anxiety or anger management training, aimed
at both reducing general tension and also speciﬁcally at helping
patients to recognize seizure onset and immediately employing
relaxation techniques to try to stop it. Prigatano et al.30
hypothesize that if PNES are precipitated by expressions of
anger or other intolerable emotions, psychological treatment
intended to enhance the awareness of unexpressed negative
emotions and to confront ongoing stressors should decrease the
frequency of PNES.
- Formal abreaction (mostly hypnotic abreaction) to try to discover
how the patients feel during a seizure.21
- Formal individual psychotherapy.26,65 There are different forms of
psychotherapy, ranging from cognitive behavioural therapy to
more supportive, practical forms to psychodynamic forms of
psychotherapy, depending on the underlying problem and
capacities of the patients14,21,70,82 (see also overview in77).
LaFrance and Devinsky14 call this ‘‘diagnosis-directed psycho-
therapy’’.
Reuber and Elger5 claim that psychotherapy aims at
modulating temperamental extremes, to help patients recognize
early signs of crisis, or to disrupt secondary escalation. Itmay also
be directed at the identiﬁcation of stressors and the presentation
of alternative ways of addressing problems in the social
environment which are interacting with personal vulnerability.
Also psychotherapy may focus on the original negative event or
trauma believed to have precipitated the seizures.11 Barry and
Sanborn37 refer to the concept of language dysfunction allowing
the patient to learn to express distress verbally and to eventually
give up somatic preoccupations.
- Some patients beneﬁt from group (psycho)therapy.6,41,44,84
Prigatano et al.30 report that because many patients are
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experience simply because they wanted to know that they were
not alonewith their problems. Other advantages are summarised
by LaFrance and Barry,44 including explanation, possibly with the
use of psychoeducation, support network building, decreasing
social isolation, as well as allowing direct experiences witnessing
NES and identifying possible causation.
- Family therapy (including couples therapy)6,21,44,82: the family
needs to cope with their anxiety about the seizures and learn not
to reinforce them. Also in children family stressors are an
important target for treatment.37
- Medication (tranquillizers), for a few patients who have
PNES at night, medication can be used to prevent the patient
waking up during the night for a few weeks.21,71 Alper6
emphasizes that pharmacotherapy should be especially con-
sidered when there is a relation with panic disorder, major
mood disorder, ADD or psychoses as these disorders have
relatively speciﬁc pharmacotherapeutic approaches. LaFrance
and Barry44 (see also14) suggest that pharmacotherapy for
psychiatric comorbidities of PNES with a selective serotonin
reuptake inhibitor (SSRI) or related compounds may be useful.
As yet no acute pharmacological treatment has been developed
except for stopping seizures with excessive sedation and
paralytic agents used in ‘pseudo status’. The pharmacotherapy
of the dissociative disorders or of somatisation disorder is less
well-established.
- For very chronic somatisers ‘case-management’ may be more
appropriate.71 The primary aim is thenmore limited, i.e. reducing
emergency admissions, unnecessary investigations, and treat-
ment.5 Often the general practitioner has to be involved in such
management.85
Although variants of cognitive (behavioural) therapy currently
form the preferred type of treatment for most patients, the exact
choice of treatment should be based on differences in, e.g. coping
style, anger control style, attitude style and defence style.9,10
Ettinger et al.82 used for example an eclectic approach with
elements of the above. Rusch et al.86 found that most of the
patients beneﬁted from exposure therapy, which is not surprising,
given the considerable avoidance exhibited by these patients.
Reuber and Elger5 emphasize that if the underlying etiology is an
axis I disorder, such as depression, patients may respond to
psychological or pharmacological treatments. If, on the other hand
patients show evidence of maladaptive personality, chronic
somatisation, or dissociation tendencies treatment may more
realistically aim at behaviour modiﬁcation rather than cure. Some
patients may actually beneﬁt from the treatment of their
psychiatric comorbidity, such as depression. The experience is
that at least 2 years of outpatient treatment is needed.41 Reuber
et al.53 emphasize that much of the vulnerability associated with
personality pathology in patients with PNES have implications for
psychotherapeutic treatment: efforts should focus on change of
individual adaptation and coping processes rather than on basic
tendencies in personality, which are less likely to change.
Betts and Boden21 report that for some patients (particularly
post-traumatic or symbolic attacks) treatment in the community
from the start is preferable and it may be important not to admit
them to hospital. Buchanan and Snars70 conﬁrm this approach:
taking into account the frequency of domestic stresses in the
etiology of PNES, it is not surprising that relapse should be frequent
after hospital discharge. Moreover Mu¨ller et al.35 report that the
observed tendency to refer patients with PNES to a centre of
excellence too late (there is an average delay between the onset of
PNES and diagnosis of 7 years) is an important obstacle for
treatment; most of these patients will have had long periods in
which they were treated with antiepileptic drugs for ‘refractoryepilepsy’which complicates their acceptance of the seizures as non-
epileptic.87
It is also important to note that treatment can be focused on one
level of the underlying psychogenic etiology, disregarding more
fundamental problems when these cannot be changed. For
example, not all patients with trauma and abuse histories did
require direct intervention for abuse or trauma memories to
achieve cessation of their seizures.38,86
There is little literature on the efﬁcacy of treatment strategies
for PNES and no standardized treatment protocols for PNES
exist.9,10 Ettinger et al.82 summarise the methodological problems
in most studies. Some of these studies were limited by small
sample size, inclusion of patients with both PNES and epileptic
seizures, reliance on methods other than video-EEG to make the
PNES diagnosis and marked variability in the follow-up durations.
Literature onlymentions three studieswith a randomized or quasi-
randomized design which in fact do not allow deﬁnite conclu-
sions.18,44 In a non-controlled study, Buchanan and Snars,70 report
successful outcomes in 50% of the patients, largely by confronting
them with the diagnosis of PNES, 30% with formal psychotherapy
and a similar number with ongoing support. Szaﬂarski et al.32
summarise the results of many studies and case reports and
conclude that appropriate diagnosis and management of PNES can
lead to remission of PNES in 19–52%88,89 to improvement in 75–
95% of the patients and decrease of health care utilization by 69–
97%. An important factor is mentioned by Sirven and Glosser69:
simply using the retrospectively estimated seizure frequency is not
likely to produce useful data since the behaviour is plastic and
might simply shift to another somatic complaint. Relevant
outcome measures might include: health related quality of life
indices, employment status, health care utilization rates, physical
morbidity and mortality ﬁgures.56 A relationship between seizure
outcome and ‘quality of life measures’ have been reported. The
main ﬁnding is that a complete cessation of PNES is required to
demonstrate a signiﬁcantly higher QOL. Neither the rate nor the
interval change in the rate of PNES following diagnosis was
proportional to QOL indices. This suggests that the goal in
treatment of NES should be full remission of PNES rather than a
reduction in seizure frequency.56
A recentmultidisciplinary, internationalworkshop assessed the
state of affairs on this ﬁeld and laid the groundwork to ﬁll the
treatment void.42 They recommend a PNES treatment study that
would have three arms: a neurological follow-up control group, a
cognitive-behavioural therapy (CBT) intervention group, and a
psychopharmacological treatment group. Outcomeswould include
both measures of seizure occurrence (seizure frequency, but also
seizure severity), measures assessing aspects of psychological
etiology, but also practical measures for social outcome, such as
employment.
In the case of coexistence of PNES and epileptic seizures in the
same patient, it is particularly important to determine whether
patients require adaptation of their AED-treatment. In these
patients, it is important that they learn to differentiate between the
two types of seizures which make the self reports about seizure
frequency more reliable.
3.5. Prognosis
Very few reviews have dealt with the prognosis of PNES once
the diagnosis had been made. Therefore, our knowledge of
prognosis remains sketchy.21,71 Previous outcome studies
described only small samples with 50 patients or less, had less
than 2-year follow-up, focused on the persistence of PNES rather
than wider psychosocial criteria or assessed no or few prognostic
factors, although all investigators agree that outcome is variable.52
Iriarte et al.9 report that in general 1/3rd of the patients will
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improvement in seizure frequency. There are, however, no
controlled studies of long-term outcome of PNES patients.6 Reuber
and House71 claim that a quarter of the patients become chronic.
Ettinger et al.82 report amean duration of PNES of 7.79 yearswith a
range of 1–38 years. Betts and Boden21 report that although the
immediate outcome of treatment measures will be reasonably
good (see also90), at the 2-year follow-up many patients had
seizure relapse. Especially with treatment in the clinic, this can be
misleading. In the study by Krumholz and Niedermeyer1 56% of the
34 patients were regarded as having poor outcome at 2-year
follow-up, with very similar results for the 5-year follow-up
period. In the studies of Farias et al.79 and O’Sullivan et al.85 almost
all patient had an initial good response to the diagnosis of PNES,
but at follow-up at 18 months about 80% of the patients had
seizure relapse.79,85
Reuber et al.52 report that patients admitted to epilepsy centres
have a poor long-term prognosis. After a mean of 11 years after
seizure onset and 4 years after diagnosis, two-thirds of the patients
continued to have seizures and more than half were dependent on
social security. On the contrary, Bodde et al.91 report a more
favourable prognosis after diagnosis in an epilepsy centre both in
terms of seizure frequency and psychological outcome. Such
differences are probably caused by differences in study popula-
tions and type of diagnostic procedures. Buchanan and Snars70
distinguish an ‘acute’ from a ‘chronic’ group: 76% of the patients in
their study showed improvement of seizure frequency and, on
follow-up, 80% of the acute group and 28% of the chronic group
became seizure free. Wyllie et al.68 showed substantially better
remission rates for children and adolescents of 73, 75 and 81% after
1, 2 and 3 years follow-up.
Prognosis is different, dependent on the underlying psycholo-
gical disorder. For some patients, an empathic confrontation with
the fact that the seizures are non-epileptic may be enough to stop
them.91 Others only resolve with intensive cognitive, behavioural
and anxiety management. Those which are probably replays of
previous trauma require very intensive and prolonged therapy. In
general it is observed that differences in psychopathology may
have important implications for prognosis.10 Iriarte et al.9 and
Reuber and Elger,5 summarise the characteristics of the patients
with favourable prognoses: no or mildly severe psychiatric
history,10 short history of PNES/early diagnosis,41,70,92 identiﬁable
acute psychological trauma preceding the onset of PNES, living
independently, absence of concomitant epilepsy93 (although this is
debated52), a normal IQ, higher socio-economic class, less dramatic
seizures (no positive motor features, no ictal incontinence or
tongue biting, no PNES status or admission to intensive care),
younger age,51,68,94 the absence of a past history of violence6 no
ongoing use of AED’s,1,87 and being female not male.39,59,77
Outcome appeared to be associated with measures of personality
traits. Better outcome is associated with lower scores of the higher
order personality dimensions ‘inhibitedness’, ‘emotional dysregu-
lation’ and ‘compulsivity’.52 Especially ‘inhibitedness’ is an
important predictor for outcome and thus represents an important
factor for prognosis. High scores exhibit reluctant self-disclosure
and restricted affective expression of anger and of positive
sentiments.
PNES often recur once the patient returns to the community,
since he/she is often returning to the very stresses that led to PNES
in the ﬁrst place; relapse particularly of post-traumatic or symbolic
PNES usually occurs.52
Outcome is nearly always discussed in terms of reduction of
seizure frequency. Reuber and House71 emphasize that other
outcomes (such as employment status) may be of greater
importance for the patient. In that respect it is important that in
some countries and under some conditions patients with PNES arenot allowed to keep their driving license which may seriously
restrict their occupational possibilities. Sirven and Glosser69 found
that the longer the PNES continue, the lower the probability that
psychosocial morbidity will improve even if the correct diagnosis
is later made. Betts and Boden21 report that in a substantial
number of patients, it seems difﬁcult to completely remove the
label of epilepsy. In many patients family pressure appears to lead
to re-introduction of anticonvulsant medication. Sirven and
Glosser69 demonstrated that if PNES even temporarily decline as
a placebo response to AEDs, the belief in the diagnosis ‘epilepsy’
can be so strong that it can dissuade subsequent physicians from
reconsidering the case or discontinuing therapy. Their conclusion
is that it may take more courage to stop pharmacotherapy in such
patients than to start it.
4. Discussion
In this systematic review we identiﬁed 93 papers through the
period 1980 up till 2005 (26 years), of which 65 were actual
studies. The quality of most research is limited, due to serious
methodological limitations. Nonetheless, they represent some key
data on treatment and etiology of PNES.
Although there are several terms used, in this review the non-
judgemental termpsychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES) is the
preferred term. In a ﬁrst phase PNES refer to not having epileptic
seizures, but in a second phase it seems important to search for
positive evidence for psychogenic factors thatmay have caused the
seizures95.
A wide range of psychogenic factors have been identiﬁed that
may underlie the occurrence of PNES in individual patients ranging
from a history of sexual abuse to personality disorders. Such
factors do not have a similar impact; consequently some studies
propose a ‘multifactor approach’: i.e. one factor is not always
sufﬁcient to develop PNES. In most patients several of such factors
would interact to develop PNES in a patient. Examples are the
presence of a psychopathological disorder and the inﬂuence of a
‘‘general triggermechanism’’ or an emotional mechanism such as a
higher dissociation tendency or a greater vulnerability of the brain
for not tolerating conﬂictual situations. Based on the literature a
model is proposed with ﬁve different layers: psychological
etiology, vulnerability, shaping factors, trigger and prolongation
factors. In this model the paroxysmal nature of the seizures is
integrated, which is a speciﬁc aspect of PNES in comparison to
other psychosomatic disorders. Possibly such a model can help in
providing options for therapy, explaining therapy results, i.e.
prognosis.
Thismodel assumes that PNES is a unique symptomor disorder.
Others such as Quigg et al.56 state that PNES should not be
considered a disorder in itself, but a symptom of an underling
psychological or psychiatric disorder or recent trauma. Therefore
PNES can also be considered a symptom very similar to somato-
form disorders including somatisation and conversion.
In line with the heterogeneity of factors involved, a plethora
of psychological treatment strategies is available ranging from
family therapy to hypnosis. Till now, no accepted protocol for the
treatment of PNES exists and no randomized clinical trials have
been carried out. There is consensus that treatment should be
focused on the psychogenic factors that have triggered the PNES
in an individual patient, taking into account also the character-
istics of the personality ‘make-up’, i.e. coping style, anger control
style, attitude style and defence style. Also outcome can be
measured in terms of seizure occurrence, but other measures
might include quality of life, employment status and health
care utilization. Both diagnosis and treatment seem to proﬁt
from a multidisciplinary approach, although not always simul-
taneously.9,42,69
N.M.G. Bodde et al. / Seizure 18 (2009) 543–553552Again, if PNES is not seen as a unique symptom but simply as
one of themany possible symptoms of a somatoformdisorder, then
the question must be raised whether we should treat PNES as a
separate symptom or only focus on the underlying psychogenic
factors.
Prognosis is unclear but studies consistently report that 1/3rd
to 1/4th of the patients become chronic. Characteristics of the
patients with good outcome are: no or mildly severe psychiatric
history, short history of PNES, identiﬁable acute psychological
trauma preceding onset PNES, living independently and the
absence of concomitant epilepsy. More attention is needed for
other outcomes such as employment status that may be of greater
importance for the patient. In a substantial number of patients it
seems difﬁcult to completely remove the label of epilepsy. In these
cases it seems imperative that the patient can recognize the
differences between PNES and epileptic seizures. In many patients
family pressure appears to lead to re-introduction of antic-
onvulsant medication. Finally more systematic treatment—effect
studies are needed and they probably beneﬁt from a theoretical
frame-work about the etiology of PNES. A possible ﬁrst step might
be testing validity of the proposed model for different PNES
patients.
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